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Abstract 

Our research covers the conceptual framework of the good life and how this concept helps 

inform thinking about exclusive communities in the present. Looking at wealthy Upper 

Midwestern communities, River Hills, WI, Shorewood Hills, WI, and Winnetka, IL, their 

demographics, and relationships with nearby communities, we identify key aspects of prosperity. 

Each community places an emphasis on single-family detached housing and maintaining a static 

and quiet environment. Wealthy communities in the Upper Midwest reflect the values of 

predominantly White and college-educated individuals. From our observations, we identified 

values associated with the good life in these communities. These values include being located 

near cultural and economic activity, maintaining a degree of homogeneity in appearance and 

population, having local hegemony over planning decisions, and having a natural aesthetic and 

private setting.  

 

Introduction 

The purpose of our research is to examine the aesthetics, accommodations, and community 

dynamics of the wealthiest municipalities in the Upper Midwest region and how they embody the 

ideal community for residents who live there. In other words, our purpose is to examine the 

various qualities of the good life present in wealthy communities. We explore how the social and 

physical landscape in these communities contrast with surrounding municipalities. At the core of 

this project is an endeavor to find out how wealthy communities persist in the Upper Midwest 

region. In the absence of financial strain, would we expect average Americans to choose to live 

in communities like these? Our research is concerned with discovering the characteristics that 
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people who live in exclusive communities associate with the good life. The goal of it is to see in 

what ways these values associated with the good life are present in these communities. 

 

Geographic Setting 

Our research centers on three communities in the Upper Midwest. We selected for the highest 

median home values and highest median household incomes in the Chicago, IL, Madison, WI, 

and Milwaukee, WI metropolitan regions. The three communities are Winnetka, IL, Shorewood 

Hills, WI, and River Hills, WI. These communities are in a region that shares a common history, 

making them easier to compare than communities selected from a broader geographic range. 

These communities are for all intensive purposes suburban municipalities, though they differ in 

key ways from middle-class suburbs as we explore in our analysis later. 

 

Background (Literature Review) 

Wealthy Americans have a history of creating exclusive neighborhoods. This history 

extends to the early years of the US. One of the earliest and longest standing examples of an 

idyllic and wealthy community is Scarsdale, New York. This community first settled in 1701 by 

English aristocrat Caleb Heathcote, has stood the test of time.1 Since its founding, the community 

has utilized strict policies to uphold its exclusivity. The community has long embraced 

ordinances that prevent growth and density within its borders. Because of these policies, the 

community’s physical appearance today is hardly distinguishable from fifty years ago. Slow and 

no-growth zoning ordinances can be attributed to maintaining Scarsdale’s exclusive and 

residential character. Single-family homes compose the majority of this neighborhood and most 

1 Hughes, C. J. “Scarsdale, N.Y.: A Pricey Suburb With an Old World Air.” The New York Times. The New York 
Times, December 4, 2019.  
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residents are White, though there is an increasing Asian population. The majority of residents 

have at least a college education.  

While the communities we look into are much younger than Scarsdale, NY, the town 

remains important in informing what policies and landscape features lend themselves well 

towards creating exclusive enclaves in the American landscape. There are many similarities 

between our selected communities and Scarsdale, NY. Scarsdale is a model on which other 

communities have sought to emulate to maintain high home values and desirable neighborhood 

features. Wealthy and exclusive communities have existed throughout the nation’s history, and 

though they differ regionally, they share similar neighborhood values of privacy, exclusivity, 

nature, and proximity to cultural and economic activity.  

2 

Another model that informs the interpretations of the Midwestern landscape is that which 

is proposed by Richard Schein. Through his analysis and discussion of Ashland Park, Kentucky, 

Schein demonstrates that interrogating the role of landscape within wider social and cultural 

2 Dolkart, Andrew S. “Village of Scarsdale Cultural Resource Survey: Reconnaissance Level Report.” LI / Saltzman 
Architects PC, 2012.  
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contexts is essential to understanding the overall cultural landscape.3 Moreover, the cultural 

landscape serves as not only a disciplinary mechanism, but also as a potential medium for social 

change.4 Schein lists various discourses that illuminate the connections between the cultural and 

physical landscapes of the American scene: insurance mapping, zoning, the neighborhood 

association, consumption, historic preservation, and landscape architecture.5 These discourses 

reveal how overarching American beliefs, such as the establishment and protection of property 

rights, are present within any community, and allow for the investigation of potential nuances 

within the Midwest.  

Most Americans value and strive towards home ownership. Home ownership is a form of 

financial security and wealth for American families. The US federal government spent 

considerable resources incentivizing Americans to become a country of homeowners. The 

Federal Housing Administration created by President Franklin D. Roosevelt reduced interest 

rates on mortgages which made home ownership more accessible to millions of Americans. 

Despite this broadened accessibility, most people able to enjoy this administration’s policies 

were White because of practices like redlining that resulted in favorable loans only being 

available in White communities. Homes became Americans’ main source of wealth, and today 

those who do not own homes are more likely to struggle to access financial resources.  

Historical policies, such as those previously mentioned, played into the conception of 

“the good life” that developed in 1970s America. As put by philosopher, Lauren Berlant, the 

good life encompasses fantasies of upwards mobility, job security, and political and social 

3 Schein, Richard H. "The place of landscape: A conceptual framework for interpreting an American scene." Annals 
of the Association of American Geographers 87, no. 4 (1997): 660-680. 
4 Schein, Richard H. "The place of landscape: A conceptual framework for interpreting an American scene." Annals 
of the Association of American Geographers 87, no. 4 (1997): 660-680. 
5 Schein, Richard H. "The place of landscape: A conceptual framework for interpreting an American scene." Annals 
of the Association of American Geographers 87, no. 4 (1997): 660-680. 
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equality.6 As an inexplicit characteristic, homeownership is a crucial component for an American 

looking to live up to this standard. From 1990 to 2009, middle class households were typically 

located in neighborhoods that were more similar to those of low income households than those of 

high income households.7 Yet, as it becomes more difficult for Americans to sustain a middle 

class lifestyle, the good life may become increasingly elusive.8 After 2008, average Americans 

felt deeply affected by the country’s economic downturn. Rising costs in medical care and 

college education forced them into quite the predicament.9 Another report from 2012 by the Pew 

Research Center’s Social & Demographic Trends Project found a decrease in the middle class’ 

optimism that upward mobility is achievable.10 The middle class is a benchmark for success in 

the US. Their waning optimism that the good life is attainable reflects a growing disconnect with 

prosperity.  

Berlant addresses this phenomenon as the concept of cruel optimism. A relation of cruel 

optimism exists when something one desires is actually an obstacle to one’s flourishing.11 The 

increasing cost of living in the United States has encouraged middle class Americans to 

reconsider their purchasing power and how to spend. Therefore, the middle class’ desire for 

homeownership may be the reason for their increasing feelings of social and economic impasse. 

Berlant posits that adjustments to postwar, boom-time conceptions of the good life might force 

into being new recognitions of what a good life is and ought to be.12 While traditionally, the good 

6 Berlant, Lauren Gail. Cruel Optimism. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2012.  
7 Reardon, Sean F., Lindsay Fox, and Joseph Townsend. "Neighborhood income composition by household race and 
income, 1990–2009." The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 660, no. 1 (2015): 78-97. 
8 “Inside the Middle Class: Bad Times Hit the Good Life.” Pew Research Center's Social & Demographic Trends 
Project, May 30, 2020.  
9 “Inside the Middle Class: Bad Times Hit the Good Life.” Pew Research Center's Social & Demographic Trends 
Project, May 30, 2020.  
10 “Chapter 4: Middle-Class Mobility.” Pew Research Center's Social & Demographic Trends Project, December 31, 
2019.  
11 Berlant, Lauren Gail. Cruel Optimism. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2012.  
12 Hsu, Hua, Nathan Heller, and Thomas Mallon. “Affect Theory and the New Age of Anxiety.” The New Yorker. 
Accessed November 16, 2020.  
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life and home ownership seemed intertwined, for many individuals now, that is not necessarily 

the case. A good life is different for different individuals. How wealthy Midwesterners define a 

good life may be very different from a Midwesterner of a different class. The point here is that 

the idea of the good life is ever-changing and is meaningful in different ways to different people.  

 

------------------- 

 

The history of zoning in the United States is analogous to the history of exclusion. 

Zoning policies have always had a major role in segregating people by class and race. It was not 

until the early twentieth century that municipal comprehensive zoning plans became status quo. 

In 1922, the widely adopted model Standard State Zoning Enabling Act drafted by the 

Department of Commerce gave municipalities the ability to delegate land use under police power 

to local authorities to promote health, safety, morals, or the general welfare of the community.13 

Prior to the notable 1926 Euclid vs. Ambler case, zoning ordinances were susceptible to legal 

questions and challenges. In the early twentieth century, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of 

many local ordinances, supporting their right to enact policies that protect the general welfare of 

their community. Euclid vs Ambler was important because the Supreme Court sanctioned the use 

of comprehensive zoning as a planning tool.14 Following this case, land use controls became 

widespread across US municipalities.  

Looking at these zoning decisions today, it is clear that banning practices in the name of 

general welfare ended up creating widespread income, race, and land use segregation. The case 

13 8 "A Standard State Zoning Enabling Act" (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C., 1926 revision), sec. 1, 
pg. 4 
14 King, Paul E. "Exclusionary zoning and open housing: A brief judicial history." Geographical Review (1978): 
459-469.) Accessed October 9, 2020 on JStor. 
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study of Bedford in Westchester County, New York provides a clear example of how wealthy 

communities have effectively used zoning for its primary and unintended consequences.15 On the 

surface, the purpose of Bedford’s zoning seems driven by aesthetics, but the environmental 

movement may be a front that provides a politically acceptable rationale for slowing 

development.16 Large minimum lot sizes are in place to protect the look of the land and are 

deemed necessary for the promotion of health, safety, and general welfare. In addition, numerous 

residents stressed the importance of zoning for protecting the ecology and natural environment of 

the town. Yet, most of the goals of zoning that apply to residential districts are aesthetic: privacy, 

preservation of the existing historic character of the town, avoidance of congestion of population, 

etc. Upon further discussion, residents acknowledged the existence of exclusion as a byproduct 

of their zoning laws. However, they seemed to make a distinction between consciously trying to 

exclude people and excluding people as a consequence of the pursuit of beauty.17 Despite the 

claimed intentions of a community’s zoning ordinance, it is imperative that all its consequences 

are considered when evaluating the make-up of the social and physical landscape.  

Moreover, general welfare does not end at the municipal boundary. It is also nearly 

impossible to separate income and race in the US. Zoning laws have created de facto racial 

segregation that is visible in the American landscape to this day. The most successful attempts to 

challenge the legitimacy of zoning laws have been made by pointing out violations of the 1968 

Civil Rights Act. In Paul King’s article “Exclusionary zoning and open housing: A brief judicial 

history,” he argues that social and racial discrimination will persist as long as public services 

15 Duncan, Nancy. “Legislating Beauty: The Politics of Exclusion”. In Landscapes of privilege: The politics of the 
aesthetic in an American suburb. Routledge, 2004. 
16 Duncan, Nancy. “Legislating Beauty: The Politics of Exclusion”. In Landscapes of privilege: The politics of the 
aesthetic in an American suburb. Routledge, 2004. 
17 Duncan, Nancy. “Legislating Beauty: The Politics of Exclusion”. In Landscapes of privilege: The politics of the 
aesthetic in an American suburb. Routledge, 2004. 
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continue to be financed substantially from locally generated revenues.18 Considering that 

municipalities want to maximize the value of real estate in their communities, wealthier 

communities are oftentimes champions of upholding exclusionary zoning ordinances. Because 

affordable housing needs to exist somewhere, the existence of overwhelmingly wealthy 

communities almost ensures that there will be overwhelmingly impoverished communities 

elsewhere.  

The justification of zoning laws is that they create a better living environment for 

residents within a municipality. In our selected wealthy communities, zoning is strict and 

promotes primarily single-family housing. As we analyze the zoning plans of our selected 

communities, we identify ways in which they impose externalities on their neighbors. 

Externalities include greater traffic congestion, greater commercial activity, and greater 

development pressure in the middle class communities. Environmental psychologist, Setha Low, 

finds that exclusive communities produce psychological and social consequences for their 

residents and the surrounding community.19 While residents of communities in New York City 

and San Antonio, Texas claim to have moved to their respective neighborhoods for safety, 

security, and niceness, their responses also reflect fears associated with social segregation, 

racism, and exclusionary land use practices already in place in most of the United States.20 

Therefore, zoning practices, as seen in exclusive communities, result in a narrative that frames 

outsiders as “other” and subtly adds to the nation’s history of residential segregation.  

 

 

18 King, Paul E. "Exclusionary zoning and open housing: A brief judicial history." Geographical Review (1978): 
459-469.)  
19 Low, Setha M. "1. A Nation of Gated Communities". In The Insecure American, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2019) 
20 Low, Setha M. "1. A Nation of Gated Communities". In The Insecure American, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2019) 
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Methods 

To address our research questions, we employ several methods to gather data and 

information. One method is observations of the built landscape in the selected exclusive 

communities in comparison to their surroundings. Looking at street images and aerial photos 

helps us identify aesthetic features and ways in which the communities maintain spatial 

exclusion. We can compare this imagery to zoning maps that detail land usage in the 

communities. Synthesizing these observable landscape features with other data is a vital 

component of our analysis. Another key method in our research is analyzing the selected 

communities’ municipal zoning plans and observing their socioeconomic data. These data 

together create a picture of the communities’ values and where they see their futures. Comparing 

socioeconomic data to data in surrounding communities also helps us visualize exclusion. By 

looking at municipal zoning plans, we can identify promoted aspects of the good life. We can 

also observe how policies detailed in the most up-to-date plans affect the built landscape today 

and we can speculate their future effects. Interviewing an expert on municipalities in the Greater 

Milwaukee Area gives us information about issues in suburban Milwaukee, and what community 

characteristics create value for residents. This qualitative information helps inform our 

conception of the good life in this research. It also helps us understand what people in exclusive 

communities value in their municipalities and why they decide to live there. A final method is 

survey data. By looking at a Gallup survey on neighborhood preferences, we can forecast the 

average ideal community for an array of Americans. We can then interpret these preferences and 

see how they contrast to the social makeup of our selected Upper Midwestern wealthy 

communities.  
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Observations and Analysis 

Where Do Americans Want to Live? 

On average, Americans tend to want to live in rural areas.21 They hold these preferences 

despite the trend towards increasing urbanization in the US. Of course, there is a lot of variation 

in preferences among different groups. Points of variation include race, age, education, and 

political affiliation to name a few. A Gallup poll conducted in 2018 shows that Americans still 

have a strong desire to live in the country (Figure 2). When broken down into different 

demographics, it is evident that White people are warmest towards living in rural areas, even 

despite the decline in this preference from 2001 to 2018.22 

23 

Another important note about the survey data is that there is correlation between 

education and preferring to live in a suburb of a large city (Figure 3). Considering that the 

communities we look at are within larger US metropolitan areas, we expect, and in fact observe 

that many of the residents are highly educated. We also expect and observe that many residents 

21 Newport, Frank. “Americans Big on Idea of Living in the Country.” Gallup.com. Gallup, December 7, 2018.  
22 Newport, Frank. “Americans Big on Idea of Living in the Country.” Gallup.com. Gallup, December 7, 2018.  
23 Newport, Frank. “Americans Big on Idea of Living in the Country.” Gallup.com. Gallup, September 11, 2020.  
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are White in the selected communities. This expectation comes from analyzing the physical 

characteristics of the communities that endows them with qualities usually associated with rural 

areas rather than traditional suburban communities. When money is no longer a limiting factor, 

people move to places that align with their preferences. 

 

24 
 
River Hills, WI 

River Hills is a ten-minute drive from downtown Milwaukee, Wisconsin, but retains a 

rural nature. In the early 1920s, the mostly agricultural land succumbed to an influx of wealthy 

Milwaukeeans who established summer homes on mostly forty acre lots.25 The Village was 

established in 1930 following the relocation of the Milwaukee Country Club from Shorewood, 

Wisconsin, which was beginning to be developed into residential neighborhoods.26 Today the 

Village is home to a little under 1,600 people. Its name comes from its hilly landscape and the 

24 Newport, Frank. “Americans Big on Idea of Living in the Country.” Gallup.com. Gallup, December 18, 2018.  
25 Nelsen, James K. “Village of River Hills.” Encyclopedia of Milwaukee, March 17, 2020. 
26 Nelsen, James K. “Village of River Hills.” Encyclopedia of Milwaukee, March 17, 2020. 
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Milwaukee River that winds through the middle of the community. A video produced by the 

Village of River Hills starring its Deputy Clerk, Stephanie Janz, touts the village as a community 

embedded in nature and history.27 The video showcases attractive twentieth century architecture 

via drone footage, the most effective way to show homes in the community as it is heavily 

wooded as seen in Figure 4. 

 

Most of the homes are not visible from the streets. River Hills is a landscape of long 

driveways that disappear into thick woods. Janz highlights the most desirable features of the 

neighborhood -- proximity to cultural and economic activity, while offering a quiet and peaceful 

environment for residents. The Village of River Hills is composed of large-lot single-family 

homes and a small collection of schools, religious institutions, and the Milwaukee Country Club. 

It is a suburb that has the atmosphere of a rural area. Unlike a more traditional suburban 

27 Welcome to the Village of River Hills, Wisconsin. YouTube. Village of River Hills, 2020. 
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neighborhood, there are no public gathering spaces like a park or a shopping center. River Hills 

residents drive to surrounding communities to enjoy these amenities.  

The Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan covers a variety of issues the village 

faces and zoning plans for the future. The plan highlights the Village’s goal to maintain the 

character of the neighborhood and maintain the quality of life for its residents. Issues in River 

Hills include pressure to make the single-family zoning code more flexible, protecting 

groundwater, and maintaining low property taxes. Despite being only a 10-minute drive from 

downtown Milwaukee, virtually all households in River Hills rely on groundwater.28 Reliance on 

groundwater as well as lacking a stormwater sewer system demonstrates the community’s rural 

nature. Residents say that protecting the environment in River Hills is a top priority.29  

Most residents are White (78% of residents in 2018), skew older, are highly educated 

(84% have more than a bachelor's degree) and the average household size is 2.68 people (smaller 

than the average in Milwaukee County).30 The median household income is a little over $160K, 

the highest median household income in the state.31 The median home value is estimated at 

around $632K in 2017 compared to Milwaukee County’s $150K and the state of Wisconsin’s 

$169K.32 Among Wisconsin municipalities, River Hills has the highest median home value of 

$653K followed by Shorewood Hills.33  

River Hills is the most unique of the selected communities that we look at in our research 

because of its strict single-family zoning ordinance as well as its historically strict large 

minimum lot size. The majority of the community (85% of the municipality) is under R1 zoning 

that permits homes on at least five acre lots. Other areas are R2 and R3 which permit housing on 

28 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
29 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
30 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
31 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
32 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019. Accessed October 18, 2020. 
33 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
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smaller lots, one and two acres respectively (Figure 5).34 Areas with this type of zoning 

designation are closer to I-43 and arterial roads on the fringe of the municipality. The 

comprehensive plan cites large lot sizes as a way to preserve the rural character of the 

community, but it also indirectly serves as a way to create exclusivity and privacy in the 

community. The high cost of land and the high home values end up creating a prohibitively 

expensive housing stock in most of River Hills. Requiring homes be built on large lots is the 

same as requiring a certain financial standing to be part of the community.  

35 

Eighty-eight percent of residents support the strict single-family housing ordinance.36 

Many residents are vocal and active about maintaining the current single-family zoning plan for 

the village. In the past five years, there has been development pressure along Brown Deer Road, 

34 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
35 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
36 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
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a county highway that runs through River Hills. When a landowner, Jonathan Eder, began 

seeking a buyer for his large lot of farmland, Milwaukee real estate developer, Mandel Group 

proposed the first multifamily development ever in the municipality.37 The 2018 proposal touted 

five three story buildings that would house 154 low-density luxury apartments. It would have 

also created a public park on the property and a restored prairie area.38 The project offered a 

place for aging empty nesters to live after selling their homes while still being in the community 

and a way to expand property tax revenue. But River Hills residents saw this development as an 

attempt to strip the rural character of the community. Sam Hall, leader of the opposition to the 

development said: “Generally, Mandel’s proposal was probably the best multi-family proposal 

that anyone could ever expect to see — but it was still multi-family.”39 Hall sums up the attitude 

of residents in River Hills. They do not want change, not even on the fringe of the community.  

Preserving neighborhood character and protecting the environment are priorities for River 

Hills residents. These issues serve as justification for maintaining the current single-family 

zoning code. Rather than using strict zoning ordinances to control architectural aesthetics, the 

community instead uses a building board. This board oversees any new construction or 

modification to an existing property. Anybody looking to build a new home or modify their own 

home must first receive the approval of the building board. Community members compose this 

board, many of them longtime residents. Their decision-making often follows the idea that any 

modification should fit in or mirror the aesthetics of the existing structure and landscape. Even 

though most homes are not visible from River Hills’ streets, the board treats all properties 

equally in their review process. There is still a broad array of architectural styles present in River 

37 Rumage, Jeff. “River Hills Will Acquire Farmland in Settlement after Denying Apartment Proposal.” Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, August 18, 2020.  
38 Daykin, Tom. “Plan to Develop First Apartments in River Hills Dropped after Residents Rise in Opposition,” July 
19, 2018.  
39 Daykin, Tom. “Plan to Develop First Apartments in River Hills Dropped after Residents Rise in Opposition,” July 
19, 2018.  
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Hills, though around half of the current structures were built before 1959.40 Many of the homes 

reflect the most attractive architectural styles of the time.  

The River Hills Committee on the Environment is an ad-hoc committee of community 

members who are concerned with the community’s natural environment. Their mission to protect 

natural resources ends up butting heads with new development in River Hills. Currently the 

Village plans to develop denser single-family housing on the Eder lot. Vocal opponents of this 

development cite environmental concerns and suggest that the land should be a park or 

conservancy.41 This position against development is interesting given that any development 

proposal so far will create housing that is more affordable than most of River Hills’ housing 

stock. While there are other large undeveloped lots in the Village, the Committee focuses its 

environmental conservation efforts on this lot along a noisier county highway. Interests to protect 

the environment may be legitimate, but it is interesting to observe how closely the efforts of the 

Committee on the Environment line up with the values of the community -- that residents ought 

to have homes on large lots.  

River Hills is a rural community among denser suburban neighborhoods. Its low 

population density contrasts with much denser population densities in surrounding areas. For 

instance, neighboring municipality Glendale, WI has a population density of 2,257 while River 

Hills’ population density is a low 287 people per square mile.42 River Hills is wealthier than its 

surrounding communities, but the difference in income is not necessarily staggering. The average 

household income is $160K while neighboring Fox Point to the east has a median income of 

$116K.43 Municipalities south and west of River Hills (Glendale and Brown Deer respectively) 

40 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019.  
41 Rumage, Jeff. “River Hills Will Acquire Farmland in Settlement after Denying Apartment Proposal.” Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, August 18, 2020.  
42 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
43 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
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that border the City of Milwaukee contrast more in median household income than 

municipalities north and east of River Hills. Glendale has a median household income of $74K 

and Brown Deer has one of $62K.44 This observation reflects the racial geography of Milwaukee. 

Milwaukee is among the most segregated cities in the country. Glendale and Brown Deer are 

both more racially diverse than River Hills, and both border the predominantly Black population 

of North Milwaukee.45 These middle class communities and the Milwaukee River act as a buffer 

between predominantly White River Hills and the City. 

More striking than the income difference is the property value difference between River 

Hills and its neighbors. Where an average household in Fox Point makes about 73% of what a 

River Hills resident makes, their property is valued a little under half as much as River Hills 

property.46 This difference demonstrates that River Hills policies of minimum lot size and strict 

single-family zoning augment the municipality’s property values. The difference also shows that 

River Hills’ zoning policies yield a wealthier population than in neighboring municipalities.  

By comparing River Hills to surrounding communities, we identify River Hills’ qualities 

that attract people to live there instead of other areas. These qualities include privacy, security, 

rural environment, and short distance to cultural and economic activity downtown. Many of 

River Hills’ qualities line up with the concept of the good life. It is safe, private, and quiet, and 

there is a sort of egalitarianism that comes with most people having at least a 5-acre lot. Most 

River Hills residents are White, and residents have higher levels of post-secondary education 

than people in nearby communities. White people tend to prefer life in rural areas and 

college-educated people tend to prefer living in suburban areas. Older people also tend to prefer 

44 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
45 Cable, Dustin. “The Racial Dot Map.” Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service. The Racial Dot Map: One Dot 
Per Person for the Entire U.S. The University of Virginia, 2013. 
46 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
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living in rural areas.47 The result is that the environment promoted by zoning policy in River 

Hills creates an ideal environment for people in these demographic groups and with these 

preferences. It also creates a static landscape that caters well towards maintaining the value of 

homes.  

 

Shorewood Hills, WI 

Our next selected municipality is the Village of Shorewood Hills located just outside of 

Madison, WI with a population of around 2,000 residents. Named for its hilly landscape, 

Shorewood Hills lies on Lake Mendota just west of the University of Wisconsin -- Madison. It 

was originally a secluded community when its founders established the community in 1927, and 

since then, the City of Madison has grown to completely surround the community. As of 2018, 

Shorewood Hills has the second highest median home value in Wisconsin with the average home 

value being $646K.48 Like River Hills, the community is heavily wooded. Streets wind 

organically through the landscape and small parks dot the community. Shorewood Hills draws 

people for its quiet and natural environment, excellent school district, and its community 

atmosphere. 

Despite its woodsy nature, residents enjoy the convenience of living minutes away from 

the university, the hospital, and downtown Madison. Of all communities in Dane County, 

Shorewood Hills actually has the lowest rate of people commuting alone by automobile. 59% 

drive alone compared to 66% for Madison, WI residents and 79.5% for Wisconsin residents.49 

Many walk, bike, take public transportation, carpool, or work from home. One of the reasons this 

47  Newport, Frank. “Americans Big on Idea of Living in the Country.” Gallup.com. Gallup, September 11, 2020.  
48  Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
49 Village of River Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of River Hills. 2019. 63. 
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rate is so low is that many residents work for the University of Wisconsin or in government jobs. 

Both of these large employers are on the doorstep of the community.  

Like River Hills, Shorewood Hills’ core is single-family housing. But the similarities in 

the landscape disappear quickly. For example, while River Hills has a minimum lot size of five 

acres in much of the community, Shorewood Hills has no minimum lot size. Few homes are on 

lots larger than one acre. The Madison suburb is also fully developed, meaning there are no 

vacant lots for new construction. Shorewood Hills’ zoning also permits more types of land use 

than its Milwaukee counterpart (Figure 6).50 Around five percent of the housing stock is 

multifamily.51 There is commercial space and the municipality also permits office space. Even 

though Shorewood Hills allows for more land uses, it still protects the single-family nature in the 

core of the community. By ensuring that this area remains unchanged, the Village protects 

property values and keeps the community’s exclusivity. Development in southern Shorewood 

Hills strives to create amenities for residents in the core of the community -- where people own 

handsome homes in the woods. There, development expands property tax revenues, consolidates 

development pressure, and augments property values in Shorewood Hills’ core. A map of 

Shorewood Hills overlaid with the zoning policy illustrates this phenomenon.  

50 Village of Shorewood Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of Shorewood Hills. 2009. Pg 29. 
51 Village of Shorewood Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of Shorewood Hills. 2009. Pg 110. 
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52 

Demographically, the community is very similar to River Hills. The average household 

size is 2.59 people. The community is home to a lot of empty nesters and young families alike. 

Most residents have at least a college degree and the vast majority of residents (94%) are 

White.53 It is also the most highly educated municipality in the State of Wisconsin -- 88% of 

residents have at least a Bachelor's degree.54 Because of the high cost to live in Shorewood Hills, 

many younger families need dual incomes or a well-established career to call the Village their 

home. As the community ages, demand for single-family housing will decrease while the 

demand for senior housing within the Village will increase, so the municipality calls for housing 

development to meet this need. Unlike River Hills, Shorewood Hills residents recognize a need 

to provide amenities for community members within the Village. Because of this different 

52 Village of Shorewood Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of Shorewood Hills. 2009.  
53 Village of Shorewood Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of Shorewood Hills. 2009. 
54 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
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viewpoint, residents support a comprehensive zoning plan that is more dynamic than its fellow 

Wisconsin municipality. 

The fringe of the community along University Avenue, a busy and high traffic volume 

road, is where the Village permits land use other than single-family housing. The Shorewood 

Hills Comprehensive Plan of 2009 states the Village’s objectives to use this fringe area as the 

location for businesses, office space, and multifamily housing. The plan justifies using the area 

near University Avenue for this purpose because of the greater activity in the area. The highest 

and best use of land in this corridor is not single-family housing because of the higher levels of 

noise and traffic. It is sensible to allow land use other than single-family here because it allows 

the Village to maximize property tax revenue while also providing amenities for the community. 

Shorewood Hills’ comprehensive plan discusses the details of supporting transit-oriented 

development along the University Avenue corridor. Members of the community are supportive 

of this designation because they recognize the importance of commercial real estate in 

contributing to tax revenue to pay for services. Residents see the need to redevelop parts of this 

corridor to maintain lower property taxes.55 They generally support such redevelopment for that 

reason and that they can enjoy the amenity of nearby shopping options. Considering that this area 

designated for transit-oriented development is separate from the core of the community (between 

train tracks and University Avenue), it is easy to justify more intense development.  

Though Shorewood Hills does look different from River Hills, it still shares many of the 

same values that inform planning decisions. The Village promotes privacy by only allowing 

development along the University Avenue corridor. It promotes high property values, nature, and 

exclusivity by maintaining single-family zoning in the core of the community, albeit not to the 

extent of River Hills. The lots in Shorewood Hills are much smaller, and the Village definitely 

55 Village of Shorewood Hills Comprehensive Plan, Village of Shorewood Hills. 2009. Accessed October 18, 2020. 
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has a more suburban atmosphere compared to River Hills. From the Gallup data and our 

observations on demographics and characteristics of Shorewood Hills, we can deduce that 

Shorewood Hills is a lot like River Hills -- it is an ideal community for college-educated people. 

The observation that Shorewood Hills residents are predominantly White can most likely be 

attributed to the demographics of the Madison metropolitan area. In this area, there is a larger 

proportion of White people than in either Milwaukee or Chicago. Historically too, there was a 

larger proportion of White people in the Madison metropolitan area. Many residents being older 

in Shorewood Hills, one can deduce that they are more likely to be White.  

Nonetheless, the community embodies many attributes associated with the good life. 

There is a sense of exclusivity and security here that comes from the seclusion in nature and the 

physical separation of single-family homes in the core of the community from other land uses. 

Natural and constructed barriers create a quiet atmosphere in the community. Lake Mendota, the 

woods to the east, the country club to the west, and the railroad to the south end up constructing 

a barrier that surrounds the core community. To live in Shorewood Hills, one has to have a level 

of financial success associated with high levels of education. The community is egalitarian in the 

sense that most residents are high earners. There is no poverty to speak of, and residents enjoy 

such easy access to cultural and economic activities that many choose not to drive a vehicle, and 

instead use other modes of transportation.  

 

Winnetka, IL 

The last of our selected municipalities is the Village of Winnetka. Founders of the 

community and other early settlers were originally attracted by the beauty of the area’s sandy 

beaches and dense tree line. Since 1869, Winnetka has maintained its historic, small town charm 
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while developing its family-oriented neighborhoods, renowned schools, and various recreation 

facilities.  

 

Out of the three municipalities that are at the center of this paper, Winnetka is by far the 

largest in terms of population with a little over 12,000 residents. Of these residents, most of them 

are White (92% of residents in 2018) and well educated (90% have a bachelor’s degree or 

better).56 At 3.03 people, Winnetka has a higher average household size than Cook County which 

is 2.60 people.57 Thus, the average household income in Winnetka is $222K while the median 

house value is $1.09 million.58 

56 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
57 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
58 Data from Social Explorer (2018) 
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The Winnetka Village Code informs and protects the aforementioned characteristics and 

socioeconomic and demographic statistics. Amongst its objectives, the code claims to promote 

detached single-family homes as the principal land use in the Village.59 With a minimum lot size 

of 48,000 sq. ft. for an interior lot, R-1 zoning makes up a relatively small portion of land (Figure 

8). By looking at the satellite image of the community, however, it is obvious that the allocation 

of this type of zoning is deliberate. Its neighbors are R-2 zoning to the north (Figure 8) and the 

Indian Hill Club to the south (Figure 7). Therefore, these properties are best protected from noise 

pollution, traffic congestion, and pollution found in other parts of the Village, notably Green Bay 

Road. With a minimum lot size of 24,000 ft2, R-2 zoning similarly protects property values in its 

59 “Winnetka Village Code 1999”. American Legal Publishing Corporation.  
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more extensive application in the Village zoning code. Dense tree lines separate properties from 

one another providing aesthetic pleasure and an abundance of privacy. Residents living in R-2 

zoning on the west side of Winnetka have numerous nearby amenities: Winnetka Golf Club, AC 

Nielsen Tennis Center, and Crow Island Woods neighborhood park (Figure 7). R-2 properties 

along the eastern edge of Winnetka share the benefits of dense vegetation while also being a 

minute’s walk to Lake Michigan. The R-1 and R-2 districts are that of estate character and are 

therefore provided the amenities to ensure maximum privacy and beauty.60  

R-3, R-4, and R-5 districts are classified as areas of increasingly suburban character.61 

For interior lots, their minimum lot sizes are 16,000 ft2, 12,600 ft2, and 8,400 ft2 respectively 

(Figure 8). Since R-3 districts are in the intermediary level of single-family residential districts, 

there is not a stark difference in the physical layout of them and their larger counterparts (Figure 

8). However, R-3 districts are more centrally located and thus closer to the commercial and light 

industrial districts of Winnetka (Figure 8). Furthermore, as minimum lot sizes decrease, the 

density of the village’s tree lines does as well. The intersection of Pine Street and Rosewood 

Avenue is a clear visual of this phenomenon. To the south of Pine Street, the land is primarily 

designated as an R-5 district, but to the north of Pine Street and on either side of Rosewood 

Avenue there is an R-2 district and an R-3 district (Figure 8). Looking at Figure 7, there is an 

apparent decrease in vegetation to the south of Pine Street; rooftops are more visible and more 

abundant in the R-5 district. Moreover, R-5 districts are most likely to border the village's 

business districts, with R-4 next in line (Figure 8). Overall, the R-3, R-4, and R-5 districts of 

Winnetka capture the essence of suburban residential life since lots are slightly removed from 

one another and within a commuting distance of commercial amenities.  

60 “Winnetka Village Code 1999.” American Legal Publishing Corporation.  
61 “Winnetka Village Code 1999.” American Legal Publishing Corporation.  
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Similar to Shorewood Hills, Winnetka offers some multi-family residential districts and 

commercial districts along its major roadway. All of Winnetka’s multi-family districts are along 

Green Bay Road; a handful of B-1 and B-2 districts are within the village’s business districts to 

create multi-purpose spaces (Figure 8). Despite the alternative land use, the Village code aims to 

recreate the aesthetic of single-family structures in its multifamily housing stock.62 This 

commitment to character demonstrates the importance of the single-family lifestyle in Winnetka. 

Multi-family developments maintain the community’s dominant aesthetic through outward 

appearance. Furthermore, the commercial districts within the Village provide residents with a 

local solution to potential social and economic problems; residents do not need to look to their 

surrounding communities for employment opportunities, leisure activities, or  life services.  

The combination of zoning districts in Winnetka’s Village Code considers the changes 

that any community must go through in order to cater towards the exclusive lifestyle of 

single-family residential living. Similar to Shorewood Hills, Winnetka prevents the 

encroachment of undesirable land uses upon its wealthiest residents by isolating them in the slim 

corridor along Green Bay Road. The village code explicitly states that its ordinances are “to 

encourage and promote detached single-family homes as the principal land use in the Village.”63 

Therefore, the placement of these commercial districts can be seen as a deliberate effort to satisfy 

community needs without altering the overall community character.  

The Village of Winnetka has made it a priority to convey qualities of the good life 

through single-family residential housing. Another one of their village code’s objectives is “to 

encourage and enhance the preservation of natural resources, aesthetic amenities and natural 

features.”64 The most obvious embodiment of the community’s success in this area is through the 

62 “Winnetka Village Code 1999.” American Legal Publishing Corporation.  
63 “Winnetka Village Code 1999.” American Legal Publishing Corporation.  
64 “Winnetka Village Code 1999”. American Legal Publishing Corporation.  
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tree line. Dense vegetation not only improves the local environment but also creates the privacy 

that contributes to high real estate values and an overall attractive community. Furthermore, this 

objective can be used to support tradition and modernization within the community. The word 

preservation emphasizes the importance of maintaining Winnetka’s current character, while the 

word enhancement allows change to be permitted if deemed necessary by current residents. 

Thus, considering that the demographic make-up of Winnetka is primarily wealthy, highly 

educated White individuals, it is reasonable to assume that potential changes to the village code 

will be made in their interest. Although the community of Winnetka has made choices that have 

the potential to foster inclusivity, one must acknowledge that the development of multi-purpose 

districts at the heart of the community promote social and economic interdependence and 

encourage the longevity of the single-family lifestyle. 

 

Nimbyism in Suburban Milwaukee, WI 

From our interview with an expert on municipalities in the Greater Milwaukee Area, 

“Interviewee A” we learned about how suburban communities typically feel about multifamily 

dwellings. Many residents are involved in determining the character of their community and 

have the ultimate say in what gets developed. If residents don’t like a particular proposal, they 

are often effective at shooting it down.  

What we found from this interview was that people value control over their environment. 

Having a say in their community matters. And preserving the character is of utmost concern. In a 

dynamic and changing world, people in Milwaukee’s suburbia value the consistent aesthetics and 

static natural environment.65 The communities we look at in this research are all well-known for 

having engaged residents who ultimately hold the power when it comes to planning in their 

65 See Appendix A 
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community. If they don’t want something in their backyards, then developers better bury their 

optimism and move on. These wealthy communities have democratic institutions that empower 

residents to gather and reject development proposals. And nothing activates nimbyism (objection 

to something that will affect one’s property) in wealthy communities as much as multifamily 

housing proposals. 

While this value of control over one’s environment is not unique to wealthy communities, 

these places have proven through time to be most effective at excluding undesirable land uses 

like multifamily housing. Even though there is multifamily housing in Shorewood Hills and 

Winnetka, the stock is low, and these buildings are consolidated on the fringes of the community. 

People in suburbia tend to view renters as causing issues associated with more urban areas. 

“Interviewee A” described the dogma in Milwaukee suburbs that renters do not care for their 

property or the community they live in, which leads to issues like a need for more police and 

firefighters.66 Because they do not own property, renters neglect the community they live in. This 

belief is prevalent in the communities we observe. In River Hills, multifamily housing is 

nonexistent and in the other two communities, it is concentrated away from the core residential 

areas.  

 

Conclusion and Discussion 

The American tradition of exclusive planning that developed along the East Coast in 

places like Westchester County, New York is alive and well in River Hills, WI, Shorewood 

Hills, WI, and Winnetka, IL. Whether it’s minimum lot sizes like in River Hills or severely 

limiting development like in Shorewood Hills and Winnetka, all communities take steps to 

preserve their residential character. Residents overwhelmingly support their village’s slow to 

66 See Appendix A 
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no-growth planning. Their values of privacy, nature, homogeneity, local hegemony over 

planning decisions, and access to economic and cultural activity inform their perception of the 

good life. The assemblage of these values results in quiet neighborhoods composed of detached 

single-family homes.  

A central tenet of Berlant’s account of the good life is social equality. From our 

observations, we see that there is a high level of homogeneity in these communities. This 

homogeneity is not only visible in the built landscape, but also in the demographics of these 

municipalities. Their populations are similar in wealth, race, and education. All three 

communities’ largest racial group is White people (Figure 9). Having residents with similar 

racial backgrounds may be conducive towards creating a community atmosphere. People might 

more quickly relate to one another if they share similar family traditions or life experiences. 

Interestingly enough, one life experience that many residents from these three communities share 

is a college education. The vast majority of residents have at least a bachelor’s degree (Figure 9). 

Thinking about homogeneity in terms of the good life, we can speculate that this commonality of 

background creates a sense of community. People want to live near people who are 

socioeconomically similar to themselves. From what we see in the 2018 Gallup poll on location 

preferences, these communities’ characteristics appear to align well with the preferences of 

White and college-educated Americans. This correspondence demonstrates that some degree of 

homogeneity may create value for residents. That may explain why there is so much resistance 

and negative perceptions surrounding multifamily development in our selected municipalities. 

Local policies that uphold high property values, most notably the five-acre minimum lot size 

throughout much of River Hills, ensures that residents are similarly wealthy. 
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Another essential component of the good life in wealthy Upper Midwestern communities 

is hegemony over local planning decisions and developments. The existence of commercial 

districts and multi-family land uses in Shorewood Hills and Winnetka and their lack thereof in 

River Hills points to this phenomenon. Both Shorewood Hills and Winnetka have allotted space 

along their major roads for higher density development. Residents there are able to satisfy their 

desires for commercial goods and services within their own communities. On the other hand, 

River Hills’ residents have prevented high density development in their community because they 

see it as a detriment to their property values and simply prefer to travel to surrounding 

neighborhoods for such goods and services. Without a proper say in how their communities are 

shaped, residents of River Hills, Shorewood Hills, and Winnetka would not have built landscapes 

that adhered to their preferred lifestyles.  

While we made valuable insights on the perception of the good life and the perpetuation 

of exclusivity in wealthy Upper Midwestern communities, there remain insights that we have not 

addressed. Our research focuses on present-day values and how River Hills, Shorewood Hills, 

and Winnetka embody these values. The present is just the tip of the iceberg of a long history of 

exclusion and evolving perceptions of the good life. We overlook a lot of local historical context 

that can help us develop a fuller picture of each community. By looking at past zoning policies, 
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community demographics, and survey data, we could provide a deeper and more nuanced 

analysis. Given the racial nature of zoning in the Midwest, it would be interesting to see how 

these neighborhoods benefited from redlining maps. Further historical research will show the 

social and physical evolution of these communities into what they are today. With this 

information, we could understand changing perceptions of the good life and what constitutes the 

ideal community for wealthy Upper Midwesterners.  

An additional area of future research can be looking into how homogeneity creates value 

for residents. While we were able to identify aspects of homogeneity in exclusive communities, 

it remains unclear which types of homogeneity contribute most to a higher level of welfare. A 

carefully crafted survey given to residents in these communities may help answer this question. 

Our result that homogeneity must create value is not based on quantifiable information and rather 

inferences from observing policies, survey data, and socioeconomic data. Having quantifiable 

data may help reveal which types of homogeneity create the most value for residents. 
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Appendix A 

Interview with “Interviewee A,” an expert on municipalities in the Greater Milwaukee Area. 

Conducted by Zachary Ellner and Alexus Kapkeo on November 23, 2020. 

 

Zachary  0:15  

Okay. Awesome. So I guess we can just jump into the 

questions then. 

  

“Interviewee A”  0:20  

Sure. All right. 

  

Zachary  0:23  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  0:33  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  3:56  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  4:04  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  4:33  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  4:39  

[redacted] 
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Alexus  5:26  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  5:48  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  7:03  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  7:15  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  9:52  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  9:58  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  10:00  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  10:19  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  12:30  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  12:47  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  13:53  
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Alexus, do you want to ask the next question? 

  

Alexus  13:56  

I'm just scrolling through to try to see which ones we 

haven't hit on entirely yet. 

  

“Interviewee A”  14:00  

But you asked. . . Would you describe this lifestyle as the 

good life? 

  

Alexus  14:06  

Yeah, 

  

“Interviewee A”  14:07  

I would say for some [redacted]You know, for some 

people, that would definitely be the case. You have a lot of 

people who are snowbirds. They go either to Arizona, 

California, or Florida over the winter. We saw that a lot this 

last year, especially during the election, because of 

COVID. They were down there so they weren't coming 

back. Some came back, some went down. It's hard to say 

you know, but there are a number of homes that sit vacant. 

And that's kind of interesting. [redacted] 

  

Zachary  16:08  

So I guess you kind of touched on NIMBYISM [redacted] 

how exactly do people react to proposals to increase 

housing density [redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  16:29  
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[redacted]. And I'd say that the people in the room who 

would favor it were afraid to stand up, because the crowd 

was very vocal. [redacted] And they [the developer] just 

saw what was going on in the room, and didn't want to take 

the risk, because they knew what would happen if they 

went any further and it was just going to cost them more 

money. [redacted] So the homeowners who abut [redacted] 

are very concerned about what goes up [redacted] And they 

do not want the value of those homes affected by what goes 

in. [redacted] So it's going to directly affect people. And 

that's why they're taking their time and moving slowly. 

  

Alexus  20:32  

So then would you say the monetary or economic effects 

and values of potential multifamily diversity outweigh the 

benefits that those families could bring [redacted]? 

  

“Interviewee A”  20:52  

I think the feeling [redacted] [is] that multifamily brings in 

people who aren't necessarily owners of the property, and 

there are stereotypes that renters don't care, and that the 

property will become rundown. And they'll be lots of issues 

to address. Say, possible police, more police more fire 

[risk]. It's hard to say. But at least I think that's kind of the 

overall stereotype that goes with multifamily. That's why 

with single-family, they prefer that the person who's going 

to be there actually owns the property, and thereby takes an 

interest in maintaining the property. [redacted] 

  

Zachary  22:13  
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[redacted] Is there a pressure to increase development 

intensity [redacted]? 

  

“Interviewee A”  22:32  

I don't think so. [redacted] So it seems to me that anything 

that's going to be a large multi-floor [development], that a 

lot of the communities will shoot it down [redacted]I think 

it's maybe three floors, but nothing like a high rise. 

[redacted] 

  

Alexus  23:52  

Would you say part of the reason those property 

[developments] get shut down is from a purely but from a 

visual standpoint, like it would stand out in the community 

and maybe affect the makeup or visual layout of the land? 

  

“Interviewee A”  24:07  

Yeah, that's probably a good assessment. I really don't 

know [redacted]. People like looking at the trees, they don't 

want to see buildings. [redacted] 

  

Zachary  25:28  

[redacted] 

“Interviewee A”  25:34  

[redacted] 

Alexus  27:04  

[redacted] 

“Interviewee A”  27:19  

[redacted] 

Zachary  29:16  
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So that's kind of a good segue to our next set of questions 

about architecture [redacted] What aesthetics are promoted 

by zoning ordinances? 

  

“Interviewee A”  29:42  

[redacted] They [the building board] review all of the plans 

that are submitted by anyone who wants to build a home, 

alter their home, add an addition, put in a shed, put in a 

fence, modify the landscaping, putting in pools, you name 

it. Anything that has to do with a property, they review the 

plans. [redacted] They do look at the existing properties in 

the area as well as the home, and [review] what they 

[residents] plan to do to it or add to it so that it's 

aesthetically pleasing. So, there's no real plan per se, they 

basically look at the existing property, and try to keep it 

close to what is there. They try to mirror what's there. 

Unless it's a new structure, then they make that structure 

mirror as close as they can to the existing [structure]. I 

mean, they look at what kinds of windows [are on the 

buildings]. But they are very specific as to what they look 

at and what they will approve. 

  

Zachary  31:39  

[redacted] 

“Interviewee A”  31:50  

[redacted] They're not about obstructing the ability to put in 

something that's more modern. [redacted] 

  

Zachary  33:12  

[redacted] 

“Interviewee A”  33:23  
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[redacted] It's consistent. There's no huge fluctuations 

[redacted]. A lot of times they'll ask for samples of 

materials, so that they can picture it as well. Sometimes a 

rendering doesn't give you the whole picture -- what it's 

really going to look like. 

  

Zachary  34:05  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  34:14  

Yeah, I couldn't tell you how far back it goes. But yes, 

definitely. I want to say since probably since the 50s. 

[redacted] I'm sure as property [values] started to go up, 

they realized that they needed to have some type of 

oversight into what was being constructed. 

  

Zachary  34:49  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  35:20  

[redacted] 

  

(Interview stopped and resumed shortly) 

  

Zachary  0:08  

So I guess just generally, do people generally value 

conformity in architecture or individuality? 

  

“Interviewee A”  0:29  

I think it depends. I mean, there are some individuals and I 

think it's more so those that are in the field, that work with 
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builders [and/or] work in design, that might be more 

outgoing, versus the other ones who just kind of conform to 

what's out there. [redacted] 

  

Zachary  1:13  

Thank you. 

  

“Interviewee A”  1:16  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  1:25  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  1:27  

[redacted] 

  

Alexus  1:30  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  1:34  

[redacted] 

  

Alexus  2:02  

[redacted] are there any other social issues [redacted] right 

now? 

  

“Interviewee A”  2:15  

[redacted] Of course, you know, nobody wants to pay 

taxes. And everyone thinks that they're paying high taxes 

[redacted] But one of these days, we're going to have to 
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have a serious discussion about continuing to provide 

services [redacted] 

  

Alexus  5:14  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  5:46  

[redacted] 

  

Alexus  7:14  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  7:21  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  8:14  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  8:29  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  8:40  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  8:40  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  9:35  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  9:46  
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[redacted] 

  

Zachary  10:23  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  10:33  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  11:41  

Alexus, do you have any more questions? 

  

Alexus  12:04  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  12:21  

[redacted] 

  

Alexus  13:42  

So then, would you say the biggest obstacle [redacted] is 

the price point? For the average American? 

  

“Interviewee A”  13:53  

For the average American? It can be the price point? Yes. 

There are homes that, you know, have recently gone, you're 

probably talking -- when I think of the average American I 

think of somebody whose homes maybe under or around 

$200,000. [redacted] 

  

Alexus  14:36  

[redacted] 
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“Interviewee A”  14:47  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  15:41  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  16:16  

[redacted] 

  

Zachary  18:20  

[redacted] 

  

“Interviewee A”  18:46  

[redacted] The North Shore all seems to be upper valued 

homes with higher average home prices. I think when you 

go to the south side of Milwaukee County, you get a 

different perspective. [redacted] I know out in Lake 

Country you get high values out there, too. And out there it 

was whether you were near a lake or not. So yeah. 

  

Zachary  19:56  

I don't have any more questions for you. Thank you so 

much. 

  

“Interviewee A”  20:00  

You're welcome. Alexus, did you have anything more? 

  

Alexus  20:04  

No, I think that was very helpful. And we appreciate you 

taking the time to talk to us. 
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“Interviewee A”  20:10  

Well, good luck with your project. And I hope I was able to 

help. 

  

Zachary  20:14  

Thank you. This definitely was very helpful. 

 
 


